
New Zealand Wine 
 
 
Geography: 
New Zealand lies between the 34th and 47th latitudes, and in a map of NZ superimposed 
on France and Spain we see that the wine growing areas of NZ geographically extend from 
the lower portions of Burgundy to Spanish Sherry regions. However, as NZ is a narrow 
island country (furtherest to the coast of any site is 80 miles) the weather is dominated by 
the sea and is therefore maritime in nature.  This results in an inconsistent weather and as a 
result the vintages are critically different and more variable than any other Southern 
hemisphere country.  This is in sharp contrast to Australia as a continent with mainly inland 
wineries and the Central Otago region of the South Island of New Zealand that is central in 
a "thick" portion of NZ, and the weather is moderated as this region surrounded by high 
mountains (10,000 feet) and is rather high for wine growing (~1000 feet).  
 
History: 
New Zealand’s wine industry is very young although minimal viticulture as old as Australia 
stemming from the missionary Marsden (who else would have to grow wine), with viticulture 
innovations of Busby (famous for similar efforts in Australia but got out of the wine business 
in NZ where he was the official NZ agent for Britain before England claimed the land in 
1840).  The next famous individual is Bragato, an Italian that gave all the right advice to NZ 
in the early 1900's that was largely ignored when Phylloxera and then the grape varietal 
crises occurred.  Indeed if these pioneers had returned to NZ 100 years later they would 
have deemed their efforts completely wasted.  The Mission vineyards in Hawkes bay 
planted by the Marist Brothers has been in continuous operation from 1851 (Mcdonalds next 
door, now Church Road was established by Mike Wilson’s second cousin).  A unique 
feature is the arrival of Croatians in NZ to dig for Kauri gum, and when the gum was all 
collected these "Dallies" from Dalmatia set up the nascent wine industry.  In 1940 (the nadir 
of wine production in NZ) only 200 acres were in grapes, just as the Dalmatians energized 
the wine industry.  Before that Phylloxera and Prohibition had effectively destroyed the wine 
industry.  
 
Wine Types:  
Hybrid gapes were used in the resurgence when fortified wine was mainly produced. In 
1970 73% of wine produced was fortified, by 1983 75% was table wine, and >90% of the 
plantings were Vitus Vinifera.  In this inital period of wine production much Muller Thurgau 
was vinified (a hybrid of Riesling and Chassalas) just as in Germany (the basis of "Blue 
Nun" sold in the US).  Little of this remains in either country now. 
   



 
Wine Regions:  
In 1973 the Marlborough region near Blenheim was planted for the first time (Montana - 
then the largest wine family - started this drive) and the first vintage was in 1977 and in the 
1980’s the overseas market reviewed these wines spectacularly, and as one critic wrote 
“Sauvignon Blanc is like sex for the first time”.  Now 75% of all New Zealand wine comes 
from Marlborough and 85% of the export trade is Sauvignon Blanc, earning 1.211 billion NZ 
dollars from overseas market in 2013.  
 
Dependence on Sauvignon Blanc:  
In NZ 68% of total production is SB, with P. Noir, Chardonnay, and Pinot Gris each being 6-
9% of total production (2013 figures).  There are 698 wineries in 2013, about as many grape 
growers (a very important component, like in Champagne), and 35,700 HA (nearly 80,000 
acres) planted representing 400 times that of 1940 when the Dalmatians were restarting the 
wine industry.  The order of wine production concentration is Marlborough, Central Otago, 
Auckland, Hawkes Bay, and Wairarapa.  
 
Wine Points:  

1. Stainless steel is the method of vinification, a transfer from the dairy to the wine 
industry.  

2. Sauvignon Blanc is THE wine but represents the risk for NZ as the world may be 
tiring of it.  

3. Contract growers are very important having their own reputations e.g. they made 
Cloudy Bay.  

 
 
 


